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Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of mercruiser 4. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional
pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes,
and the power and also signal connections between the devices. A wiring diagram usually
offers details concerning the family member placement and also plan of tools and also
terminals on the gadgets, to assist in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would certainly show much more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
utilizes a more symbolic notation to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is
commonly utilized to repair troubles and to make certain that all the connections have been
made which whatever exists. Variety of mercruiser 4. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first appearance at a circuit
representation could be complex, however if you could check out a train map, you could check
out schematics. The function is the same: obtaining from factor A to point B. Literally, a circuit
is the course that enables electrical energy to circulation. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is
the pressure or pressure of electrical power. This is usually provided by a battery such as a 9V
battery or mains power, the electrical outlets in your home operate at V. Electrical outlets in
other nations operate at a various voltage, which is why you need a converter when taking a
trip. Present: Present is the flow of electrical energy, or more specifically, the flow of electrons.
It is gauged in Amperes Amps , and also can just flow when a voltage supply is linked.
Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how easily electrons could
flow with a product. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they easily
allow flow of activity low resistance. Plastic, wood, and also air are examples of insulators,
inhibiting the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Present. DC is a continual
circulation of present in one direction. DC could stream not just with conductors, however
semi-conductors, insulators, as well as also a vacuum. AC Alternating Present. In Air
Conditioning, the circulation of existing periodically rotates between two instructions,
commonly creating a sine wave. Now s the enjoyable things. Finishing an electric design degree
then getting a job in the area implies you will see a whole lot a lot a great deal of these
schematics. It s essential to comprehend precisely just what is happening with these. While
they can as well as will obtain really intricate, these are just a few of the common graphics to
obtain your footing on. Whenever you determine your particular area of electrical engineering,
you may see much more complicated representations and signs. You ll find out also that
various countries utilize different signs. Mercury Marine, manufacturer of MerCruiser, is a
popular manufacturer of marine engines. The Alpha One 4. Both are among the many
MerCruiser engines compatible with the Alpha One sterndrive system. With a modest 9. The
TKS delivers horsepower at 4, to 4, rpm. The primary difference between the two engines is their
aspiration. The TKS uses a multi-port fuel injection system. With all other components and
specifications being the same, the TKS's fuel injection system provides slightly more head flow
and better aspiration, delivering more power and fuel economy. It breathes through a single
two-barrel carburetor, resulting in a slightly lower maximum output of horsepower at the 4, to 4,
rpm range. Carburetors by nature are necessarily inferior in their power production than fuel
injection, though the power deliver of an electronically controlled fuel injection provides
generally superior power delivery and responsiveness throughout the rev range. MerCruiser V-6
options are primarily about price with the carbureted MPI version saving you some money but
not delivering quite the same performance. The Alpha One is an engineering alternative to the
outboard engine where the direction of the propeller thrust is moved along with the entire
engine. It's an alternative to other inboard drive systems where there is a propeller shaft and
rudders. The Alpha One mates to the engine, transmitting power to a propeller unit on the
aft-end of the vessel which is steerable by way of a universal joint. The Alpha One system
allows the propeller and boat to be steered independent of the motor, without rudders. It can
safely transmit up to horsepower. John Willis founded a publishing company in , co-writing and
publishing guidebooks in Portland, OR. His articles have appeared in national publications,
including the "Wall Street Journal. Alpha One 4. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new
New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search
media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the
app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You
are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser. Average life of a 4. Thread starter Pushrods Start date
Sep 16, Status Not open for further replies. Pushrods Cadet. Joined Sep 15, Messages 6. Im
considering buying a 19 ft bowrider that has a 4. It has been well taken care of and serviced at
proper intervals by the first and only owner. It has hours on it. It has had the gimbal bearing
replaced and the lower unit on the outdrive replaced due to an accident of some type and not

normal wear. I would think that this V6 setup should last well over hours before major overhaul
would be needed. Any ideas on what the average life span of a well cared for merc 4. Joined
May 19, Messages 24, Re: Average life of a 4. I had a 4. I put it in new and used it regularly, and
serviced it religiously. When I took it out of the boat it had hrs on it. A friend bought it and I
installed it in his boat for him I still maintain it and he has put another hours on it It still runs
flawlessly, and I can't see it stopping any time soon I suspect it will have at least hours on it
before it needs a 'freshen up' Bondo Moderator Staff member. Joined Apr 17, Messages 67, I
suspect it will have hours on it before it needs a 'freshen up' Lou C Admiral. Joined Nov 10,
Messages 7, Fresh water or salt? If fresh you probably can easily get hrs out of it, mabe more.
The main thing is your maintenance habits and how you run it. The things that ruin most
inboard marine engines is running too hot not maintaining the impeller, clogged risers water
injestion leaky gasket between the manifold and riser, rusted out manifold , and over-propping
WOT rpms too low so engine strains to get on plane. So if you keep it running at the right temp,
RPMs and keep water out of the engine it should last at least another hrs! Plus do not take any
shortcuts while winterizing. NO suck up the af through the drive kits. That can leave water in the
block and come spring a cracked block. It gets a new impeller every other season, manifolds
checked and replaced if necessary regularly, and I try not to run it faster than rpm on a regular
basis. Joined Mar 26, Messages 4, Pushrods said:. Joined Oct 6, Messages 3, Mine has been in
my boat for 20 years and easily has hours on it. It has never been apart and doesn't burn any
oil. Of course I maintain it and it is fresh water cooled. I have replaced some external
accessories along the way 2 starters, 1 PS pump, rebuilt carb several times. Joined Apr 19,
Messages 1, I kind of wish it would loosen up just a little. Joined Nov 18, Messages MarkIC
Recruit. Joined Aug 2, Messages 2. Joined Jul 18, Messages 14, MarkIC said:. Hi was this raw
water cooled??? Quick Links. Maintenance Schedules. Maintenance Intervals. Gas Sterndrive.
Engine and Tune-Up Specifications. MCM Sterndrive. Fluid Capacities. Sterndrive Engines. After
Break-in Period. End of First Season Checkup. Fuel Recommendations. Power Steering Fluid.
Coolant for Closed Cooling System. Crankcase Oil. Overfilled Crankcase Oil. Changing Oil and
Filter. Changing Water Separating Fuel Filter. Power Steering System. Checking Fluid Level.
Engine Cold. Filling and Bleeding. Closed Cooling System. Checking Coolant Level. Flushing
System. Throttle Cable. Shift Cable. U-Joint Shaft Splines. Sterndrive Drive. Shaft Extension
Models. Cleaning Flame Arrestor. Top Mounted Flame Arrestor. Serpentine Drive Belt.
Component Location. Serpentine Belt Routing. Ignition Timing. Thunderbolt V Models. Cold
Weather or Extended Storage. Power Package Layup. Draining Instructions. Draining
Sterndrive. Engine Mercury MerCruiser 4. Page 3: Maintenance Schedules In consideration of
these factors, Mercury MerCruiser has adjusted some maintenance intervals and corresponding
tasks to be performed. In some cases, this may allow for more individual tasks to be performed
in a single visit to the serving dealer, rather than multiple visits. Change crankcase oil and filter.
Change drive unit oil and retorque connection of gimbal ring to steering shaft. Page 5: Engine
And Tune-Up Specifications Timing must be set using a special procedure as outlined in the
appropriate section of this manual. Timing can- not be properly set using the conventional
method. A special procedure must be followed to adjust idle rpm. Quarts Liters All capacities
are approximate fluid measures. Page 7: Hour Break-In Period full throttle rpm. If you are in an
area where the product is operated continuously year-round operation , you should contact
your dealer at the end of the first hours of operation, or once yearly, whichever occurs first.
Mercury MerCruiser V-8 engines can use any type of permanent antifreeze or any brand
antifreeze solution that meets GM specification M. The over-full condition results in the engine
crankshaft splashing and agitating the oil, causing it to foam become aerated. It is normal for an
engine to use a certain amount of oil in the process of lubrication and cooling of the engine. The
amount of oil consumption is greatly dependent upon engine speed, with consumption being
highest at wide-open-throttle and decreasing substantially as engine speed is reduced.
Gasoline is extremely flammable and highly explosive under certain conditions. Be sure ignition
key is OFF. Do not smoke or allow spark or open flame in area when changing fuel filter. Wipe
up any spilled fuel immediately. Remove water separating fuel filter and sealing ring from
mounting bracket and discard. Coat sealing ring on new filter with motor oil. Thread filter onto
bracket and tighten securely by hand. Do not use a filter wrench. Stop engine. Position drive
unit so that it is straight back. All air must be removed, or fluid in pump may foam during
operation and be discharged from pump reservoir. Sudden loss of pressure could cause hot
coolant to boil and discharge violently. Thoroughly flush the seawater cooling system prior to
storage. NOTE: For additional protection against freezing and rust to the exhaust manifolds and
other components, a mixture of antifreeze and water can be run through the engine during
Power Package Layup. Install flushing attachment over water pickup holes in gear housing as
shown. Attach a water hose between the flushing attachment and a water tap. Lubricate pivot

points and guide contact surfaces with SAE 30W motor oil. Be careful when cleaning flame
arrestor and crankcase ventilation hoses. Remove flame arrestor cover. Remove crankcase
ventilation hose from fitting on side of flame arrestor housing. Remove flame arrestor. Clean
flame arrestor in solvent. Blow dry with compressed air. Longitudinal cracks in direction of belt
length that join transverse cracks are NOT acceptable. Run engine for a short period of time and
recheck belt adjustment. Connect timing light to number 1 spark plug wire. Start engine and run
at rpm until it reaches normal operating temperature. Fill fuel tank s with fresh gasoline that
does not contain alcohol and a sufficient amount of Quicksilver Gasoline Stabilizer for Marine
Engines to treat gasoline. Prepare EFI fuel system for extended storage as follows: a. Allow
engine to cool down. Remove the water separating fuel filter. Pour out a small amount of fuel
into a suitable container, then add approximately 2 fluid ounces 60 ml of Quicksilver 2-Cycle
Outboard Oil to fuel in the water separat- ing fuel filter. Remove drain plugs from bottom of port
and starboard manifold fittings. Repeatedly clean out drain holes using a stiff piece of wire. Do
this until entire system is drained. NOTE: It may be necessary to lift, bend or lower hoses to
allow water to drain completely when hoses are disconnected. Page 35 If NOT equipped with
seacock: Seawater inlet hose must remain disconnected and plugged until engine is to be
restarted. Remove seawater pump inlet hose. Remove end caps, sealing washers and gaskets
from the heat exchanger. Allow tubes to drain. On Bravo Drive Equipped Models: Insert a small
wire repeatedly to make sure that speedometer pitot tube, anode cavity vent hole and anode
cavity drain passage are unobstructed and drained. Ensure that all cooling system hoses are
connected and tight. Ensure all petcocks and drain plugs are installed and tight. Inspect
serpentine drive belt for condition and proper tension. This manual is also suitable for:
Mercruiser mcm 4. Print page 1 Print document 40 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Mercury Marine
manufactures MerCruiser 4. A marine engine delivers power to the propeller by means of a
sterndrive unit, which sits in the water attached to the aft end of the boat. When coupled
together, a MerCruiser 4. The MerCruiser 4. This V6, cubic inch 4. With a compression ratio of 9.
Electrical components are powered by a 65 amp, watt alternator. The engine connects to the
Mer
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Cruiser Alpha One sterndrive with drive ratios of 1. These varying ratios are achieved by means
of the transmission integrated into the sterndrive, indicating the number of revolutions of the
propeller per one revolution of the engine. The ratios vary according to which gear the
transmission is in. The engine and stern drive weigh lbs. It also uses a 65 amp, watt alternator. It
connects to the Alpha One sterndrive with drive ratios of 1. The total weight of the engine and
stern drive is lbs. Its transmission is forward, reverse and neutral selectable. The Alpha One has
a maintenance free U-joint, adjustable power trim, degree steering range and a total weight of 85
lbs. The mechanics of the unit are housed in a corrosion resistant, aluminum low-copper alloy,
which is triple painted. Paul McCormick began writing professionally in and is currently a
freelance writer. Related Mercruiser 7. Related What Is the Weight of a Mercruiser 5. MerCruiser
4. References Mercury Marine: MerCruiser 4.

